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HOUSE RESOLUTION NO 2113

Introduced by: REP. PRINCESS RIHAN MANGUDADATU SAKALURAN

A RESOLUTION
CONGRATULATING AND COMMENDING OLYMPIAN EUMIR FELIX DELOS SANTOS MARCIAL FOR WINNING THE BRONZE MEDAL IN THE 2020 SUMMER OLYMPICS IN TOKYO, JAPAN.

WHEREAS, the Games of the XXXII Olympiad and branded as 2020 Summer Olympics participated by 205 National Olympic Committee teams and the IOC Refugee Olympic Team is being held Tokyo, Japan;

WHEREAS, Eumir Felix de los Santos Marcial competed in the 2020 Summer Olympics for the middleweight event and won the Olympic Bronze Medal that will be fourth bronze medal for the Philippines olympic history;

WHEREAS, Eumir Felix de los Santos Marcial a native of Zamboanga also represented the Philippines in numerous worldwide competitions such as 2011 International Boxing Association (amateur) Junior World Championship, Gold Medal in his weight class at the 2015 Southeast Asian Games, a Silver Medal in the ASBC Asian Confederation Boxing Championships and Silver Medal for the middle weight category in the 2019 AIBA World Boxing Championship;
WHEREAS, the victory of Eumir Felix de los Santos Marcial in the world’s biggest sporting event, made our country proud and inspired Filipinos to strive for excellence in the field of sports;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, as it is hereby resolved by the House of Representative to commend and Congratulate Eumir Felix de los Santos Marcial for winning Bronze Medal in the 2020 Tokyo Olympics and for bringing honor and glory to our country.

Adopted.
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